RESOLUTION

concerning

A "PUBLICATION AGREEMENT" FORM

FOR THE

CONNECTICUT REVIEW

December 15, 1995

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of the Connecticut State University System approves the attached "Publication Agreement" form for use by the Connecticut Review Board of Editors in accepting contributions from authors for publication in the Connecticut Review.

A Certified True Copy:

[Signature]

William J. Cibes, Jr.
President
Publication Agreement

Date

Title

The writer of the above work accepted for publication in *Connecticut Review* confirms that it will not be published elsewhere before it appears in *Connecticut Review*. The writer is the sole owner of rights to the work and assumes full legal responsibility for the work and any action that might result from its publication. Although the work will probably appear in __________, the writer leaves *Connecticut Review* the option of printing it in a later issue.

The writer grants and consigns to *Connecticut Review* the right to publish the manuscript, to distribute copies of the *Connecticut Review* containing your manuscript by sale to the public, and to register copyright in the name of the Board of Trustees of the Connecticut State University System. After your work appears in *Connecticut Review*, the copyright reverts to you. We ask that, when your work is published again, a credit line indicates that the work first appeared in *Connecticut Review*.

Editor

Writer

S.S. #

Telephone

Address

Send current contributor’s notes.

Please sign and return one copy.